
General practice 
nurse guide to 
ovarian cancer

“My stomach felt bloated and my appetite seemed 
to be unusually small.

“Over the next two months, I went to see my 
doctor a few times and they suggested that I was 
suffering from either IBS or diverticulitis.

“I’m convinced that my diagnosis would have been 
quicker if the doctors and nurses in my  
practice were more aware of  
ovarian cancer symptoms.”

Mary, Devon
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Diagnostic tests for ovarian cancer   A guide for primary care  Ovarian cancer has previously been known as being difficult to diagnose and  

having a poor prognosis. However by being aware of the symptoms and lowering the  

threshold for investigation and referral, it is possible to make an earlier diagnosis and achieve 

better outcomes for patients. 

First tests in primary care NICE guidance recommends CA125 serum test as a first test 
for women presenting with suspected symptoms of ovarian 
cancer and unremarkable clinical examination. A CA125 serum result above 35 IU/ml prompts referral for 

urgent trans-abdominal/trans-vaginal ultrasound, within  
two weeks. 
Elevated CA125 and abnormal ultrasound results trigger a  
two-week wait referral to gynae-oncology.Scottish SIGN guidance recommends concurrent CA125 and 

urgent trans-abdominal/trans-vaginal ultrasound followed 
by urgent referral if either test suggests ovarian cancer.

Limitations of CA125Knowledge of the limitations of CA125 can help mitigate 
delays in diagnosis.  
CA125 is elevated in 80 per cent of patients with advanced 
disease, but no more than 50 per cent of women with stage I disease have elevated CA125. 

False-negative results are associated with non-epithelial ovarian cancer subtypes, early stage 

disease and pre-menopausal status. Specificity is compromised by false-positive results which can be triggered  

by malignancy including breast, lung and colon cancer, benign conditions 

such as liver disease and gynaecological conditions including 
menstruation, endometriosis, pregnancy and pelvic inflammatory 
disease. Advise pre-menopausal women to avoid having the test 
during menstruation.
Ovarian cancer should not be excluded on the basis of a  
normal CA125.

Symptoms of  ovarian cancer 
Persistent abdominal distension (bloating) 

Early satiety and/or loss of appetite
Pelvic or  
abdominal pain 
Urinary urgency and/or frequency

Other symptoms can include unexplained weight loss, fatigue and changes in bowel habit.

Ovarian cancer 
should not be 

excluded on the 
basis of a normal 

CA125
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Familial ovarian cancer:  

a guide for primary care  

Up to 20 per cent of women with ovarian cancer have a family history of the disease 

which can be conferred via the maternal or paternal line.

Ovarian cancer susceptibility genes

Mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are commonly associated with ovarian cancer.

A BRCA mutation significantly increases an individual’s lifetime risk of developing ovarian cancer from 

two per cent (general population) to between 30–50 per cent for BRCA1 and 10–25 per cent for BRCA2. 

Mutations linked to Lynch Syndrome (also known as hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer or 

HNPCC) can also predispose individuals to ovarian cancer. 

Mutations in genes including Rad51C, Rad51D, STK11 and BRIP1 have also been shown to increase the 

risk of developing ovarian cancer.  

A proportion of familial cases are currently unexplained but are likely due to polygenic inheritance.

Establishing a family history: key questions

Maternal and paternal lines should be considered and evaluated in isolation. Cancer diagnoses from 

both sides of the family should not be combined to establish a case  

for genetic assessment.

The following questions help facilitate rapid assessment and  

determine whether a referral to clinical genetics services  

is necessary:

Has anyone on either side of your  

family had ovarian and/or breast cancer?

First-degree female relatives from the maternal and 

paternal side with a history of breast and/or ovarian 

cancer should be considered. 

Ovarian cancer and breast cancer often develops 

under the age of 50 years in individuals who carry a 

BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation. Mutation in either gene 

can predispose male relatives to breast cancer.

How big is your family?  

How many men vs. women in the family?

In small families or families with a larger proportion  

of men it is likely to be more difficult to establish a 

family history.

Is there any Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry  

(where appropriate)?

BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations are more common in individuals  

of Ashkenazi Jewish descent.

Ovarian cancer susceptibility 

genes can be transmitted  

by either parent.  

Assess the paternal as well 

as the maternal line.
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21/05/2019   10:09“Consider ovarian  
cancer in women with  

symptoms suggesting new 
onset IBS and recurring UTIs, 

especially if the woman is 50 or 
over. IBS rarely presents for 

the first time in women  
this age.”

“I am often the first point of 
contact for women visiting general 

practice. As nurses we are 
ideally placed to talk to women 
about ovarian cancer symptoms 
and encourage them to seek 

advice from their GP or ANP.”
Jenny Aston FRCGP (Hon),  
Advanced Nurse Practitioner,  

Queens Nurse and  
RCGP AHP Champion

Diagnosing ovarian cancer
in primary care
Women should be referred urgently  
to gynae-oncology if physical 
examination identifies ascites and/or 
a pelvic or abdominal mass.

NICE recommends measuring 
serum CA125 in women reporting 
any symptom or combination of 
symptoms occurring 12 times a 
month or more, particularly if they 
are age 50 or over. Scottish SIGN 
guidance advises measuring CA125 
and ordering urgent pelvic  
ultrasound concurrently.

Ovarian cancer symptoms
Guidance issued by NICE and
SIGN recognises the following
symptoms most commonly 
associated with ovarian cancer.

Explain that cervical 
screening checks only for 
cervical cancer, not other 
cancers such as ovarian.

Consider talking to women
about the symptoms of 
ovarian cancer during
health checks.

Other symptoms can include unexplained weight loss, fatigue, and changes 
in bowel habit.

• Encourage women reporting symptoms to speak to their GP or ANP about 
ovarian cancer. Suggest they complete an ovarian cancer symptoms diary 
ahead of the appointment.

• Talk to women about ovarian cancer symptoms during cervical sampling, 
health checks, contraception reviews, and menopause consultations. 
Offer women a symptoms leaflet to take away.

• Access our RCN accredited online  
learning module on ovarian cancer at  
targetovariancancer.org.uk/rcgp

• Our free primary care toolkit  
contains essential information and  
resources including: 10 top tips,  
symptoms diary, and diagnostic  
tests fact sheet. Order free at  
targetovariancancer.org.uk/toolkit

• Women worried about symptoms,  
diagnosis or treatment can contact  
our nurse-led Support Line  
on 020 7923 5475 or ask a question at  
targetovariancancer.org.uk/supportline

Risk factors
Be particularly vigilant of symptoms 
in women over 50 years of age 
and women with a family history 
(maternal and paternal) of ovarian 
and breast cancer.

Persistent abdominal 
distension (bloating) 

Early satiety and/or 
loss of appetite

What you  
need to know 

How you can help 

How Target Ovarian Cancer can help

Pelvic or  
abdominal pain 

Urinary urgency  
and/or frequency
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